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Experience 

"Emerson," I asked 
"R ' alph Waldo, what in the hell 
happened to you when you wrote 
'Experience'? 
Did you go on a rambling walk 
and taste some green crab apples 
on a tree beside Walden Pond 
_or did you eat the woodchuck' 
Thoreau considered 
but, on second thought, 
left alone?" 

"No," he said, 
"I awoke and found myself 
on a stair, 
and there were stairs 
below, 
which I seem to have 
ascended, and stairs 
above, 
many a one 
going upward 
and out of sight. 

Elmer F. Suderman 
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Emerson and Thoreau In Our Age 
By MARIO L. D'AVANZO 

I was in California's Mendocino County some time ago 
and happened to be talking to people who called themselves 
"Inhabitants of Earth." Responsible to one another in a 
kind of communal life, they based their social relationship 
on the principle of generosity and love. The shelves of 
their bus held the works of Emerson and Thoreau, which I 
discovered had b·ecome their hornbook f e r living. The driver 
and apparent leader of this mobile earth commune regarded 
the essays Self Reliance, Nature, Civil Disobedience, and 
Walden as models of inspired instruction on which to base 
one's moral life. These writings are, of course, essential 
expressions of Transcendental individualism. I thought 
concord had resettled in Ronald Reagan's last frontier--a 
Walden cabin on wheels. Were these people practicing what 
Thoreau practiced and what Emerson preached? I was 
intrigued by this evidence of continuity with our intellect
ual past, the more so when I recalled a scene at a liberation 
march in Central Park that I had witnessed. There a scraggly 
bunch of young men and women were marching up the road from 
Sixth Avenue carrying a huge bannered picture of Henry David 
Thoreau on hi.gh. The words under his portrait read: 

If a man does not keep pace with his companions, 
perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. 
Let him .step to the music which he hears, however 
measured or far away.1 

They were . out marching to "do their own thing," 
advertising a brand of nineteenth-century individualism and 
self-trust and non-conformity that seemed to me more 
responsibly aware, or to use Thoreau's term "awake," in 
contrast to the moral torpor of general humanity (like 
Walden's frozen snakes) locked within the apartment ledges 
surrounding the park. These uncadenced Thoreauvians, more
over, seemed to me to be more intellectual than the blatant 
exhibitionists marching in the Gay Liberation contingent 
directly behind them. Here, I thought,was a tradition being 
reestablished--or revived: a transcendental phoenix arising 
out of the guano of New York City. I thought it might 
indicate a revival of the supposedly fossilized writings 
of our great nineteenth century Romantics, who found 
nothing sacred but the integrity of their own minds and the 
unimpe?ed flow of their own ideas on justice, truth, virtue, 
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simplicity and what constituted a beautiful life. "We a 
doing our o.wn thing," , st.ated t .he bus driver" Brook Farmreh 

. . . . . . . · . ~ 

failed, I thought, and I wondered how much of Hawthorne's 
nature I owned in matters involving communal living; that . 
like Coverdale, I was skept,ical. 

18
, 

While thinking over the possibilities of Blithedale 
in Mendocino, I remembered the origin of the driver's word 
"D. d k h h h I . s. i you nowt at t e p rase to do your own thing' comes 
from -~ Reliance?" I remarked. He did not answer, but h" 
eyes showed delight. "Our people are marching to a differ~s 
drummer," he said. To which I silently replied, "Interest·nl 
1 ff 

II • lUg• 
yo -beat. His words recalled another fact to mind. 

There is a hip store called the "Different Drummer" on 
Lexington Avenue. The clothes are mod and unique there, I 
told my earth-mate, the driver. Again he was delighted about 
the Thoreauvian aegis. "We are taking over," he remarked. 
Perhaps so. If Thoreau's words are so popular as to be of 
commercial appeal, then the revolution has come. I almost 
expected him to take the copy of Walden, and walk across the 
road and into a bean field, to cultivate his mind further, 
But he hadn't the figurative sense of Walden, only the 
literal sense. 

The incident stuck in my mind. The question I kept 
asking myself was: "What in Emerson and Thoreau makes . their 
literature meaningful and important to our age; specifically 
to .a generation under twenty-five?" This essay is in large 
measure an attempt to explain and d'escribe the relevancy of 
Thoreau and Emerson to our age, a relevancy that is all the 
more startling, since the two writers, .:especially 
Emerson, remained .in almost total eclipse for the whole of 
this century. In graduate school, I remember, Emerson was 
acknowledged our Shakespeare of ideas, and a great, crafted 
writer of essays. But he was unread. Was it that the new 
criticism was uncomfortable with mere essays, the lowest form 
of written artistic expression? And yet I knew that the 
essay~ was unsurpassed in figurative deftness and 
complexity, as was Walden, whose fame never diminished, Or 
was it that the self was no longer imp~rtant in Parrington's 
world of social and economic forces, forces that the 
Transcendentalists did not address except to attack? Or was 
idealism a dead issue in a world and a literature of realism? 
Or did our deep interest in moral evil, fallen man, and also 
the modern temper of doubt, despair, drifting and decline 
make our imperial idealists seem irrevelant? Our despair 
and awareness of evil seem to have elevated the stock of 
Melville and Hawthorne. The American Renaissance, as F. o. 
Matthiessen remarks, shows two thematic strains. They are, 
first, the exploration of evil · and fallen nature (Moby Dick 
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h n ' s short s tori e s dramatize thi s t'·.eme wi th 
d Hawt or e h . t .n . k"ll) and s econd the divin i ty of man, t e uni Y 

ed1.ng s 1 
' ' ' h eice human mind with nature and it s Creator, and t e 

~f th~t capacity of man to achieve goodness, virtue, order, 
·nfin1 e · f "t th " 1 ny through an intuitive apprehension o ru , 

d harmo " G d If an 11 d "Higher Laws " t he "Over- Soul or O • we 
1so ca e ' · · t 8 all potential Adams able t o reorient our sp1.r1. s, ':e 

are t the paradisal state, as Nature and Walden affirm. ecrea e . --- __ h___ e ration 
r Walden, for example, Spring represents psyc ic reg_ne, 
Ind~tual integration. This is achieved by the minds 
an ·1 mysterious intercourse with nature, and an equally 
fertl e, 1 en e · us intuitive awareness of the creators pres c • 
rnysterio d • 
That presence reveals itself through nature an in our 

inspired thoughts. 

If youth's aim is to achieve order, integration, love, 
. d ess peace and spirj.tual contentment (and 1 think that 

kin n • ' • , · d t h · the serious study of Zen, of Christs :1fe an eac 1ngs, 
d f Romantic writers is a manifestation of that deep 

an °. g) it is no wonder that the literature of hope, 
yhear~~ny ~nd spiritual fulfillment, as expressed by Thoreau 
c art , . · t t ·n these d Emerson would be on the rise. Our in eres i 
an·ters gro~s out of a need; they are our only prophets, along 
wr1 · · t t · • ··h Whi" tman I see therefore, a burgeoning in eres in 
Wl · • ' • ff . . t t th; Transcendentalists, and perhaps a tailing o in in e:es 
•n Melville and Hawthorne. Well, what is this need? It is 
: need to see man and his world as meaningful and ~rdered, 

ther than chaotic and fragmentary; a need to affirm that 
~:n is sponsored and comforted by a divinity rather than .. 
alienated and separated from Him in this fallen or mechanistic 
world; a need to see nature as of some sacramental presence 
and that it is alive with signs of love. It becomes on~e 
again a handkerchief designedly dropped from t~e.mysterious 
o who is continually performing His secret ministry but 
ne 

1
. . t t Nature is provision in the double sense revea 1ng i oo, 

of providens, that is, providing for man's spiritual and 

material needs. 

The proper regard for nature is_th: business of the 
mind. All Transcendental literature 1s in_o~e way or 
another about -the mind in perception, receiving the flux of 
experience and empowered to order, shape, and create valu: 
in its intewurse with the outer world. The mind has this 
power of insight; no mere "animal eye" control:ed by the 
"despotism of the senses," it is the eye of faith: 

Wh~n the eye of Reason opens, to outline an~ 
surface are at once added grace and expre7sion. 
These proceed from imagination and affection, and 
abate somewhat of the angular distinctness of 
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objects. If the Re earnest vision outal~on can be stimulated to 
t ' ines and surf :no • ransparent and . aces become ' 

. . , are no longer s 
spirits are seen through th een; causes and 
of life are these del. . em. The best momen 
higher powers and thicious awakenings of the ts 
nature before,its God~2reverential withdrawing Of 

The eye and ·t is transparencie 
Emerson. The eye is the News are org7nizing symbols in 
sees causes and spirit in Testaments eye of faith•- . 
Matthew's dark gl matter. Dark nature l"k which 
Th t ass, becomes tr · ' i e St 

e ransparency of Wald , . ansparent and we se • 
of Emerson, s t en s waters is but a f. e beyond 

d 

ransparent eyeb 11 ine refigu. • 
escribes the pond . a • The ocular Thor ring 

It i 
11 

• as varied as "th eau 
he s ~ vitreous greenish blue .,4 e .co~or of its iris."3 

achieves transparen • It is the means b . 
transcendence Th cy, and the agent of his se y which 

1 

• oreau would 1 . nse of 
ce ebrated figure for the mind'ater elaborate on.Emerson' 
expressed in Nature. . s transcendent sense of· ~ - . --· unity, 

Standing on the ba . . the bli·th · re g.rouud ,--my head b th • ·. e 1;11.r and uplift d · . . · . . . a ed by 
all me3cn egotism vanishes e i.nto infinite space,-
eyeball; I am nothing· 1•. I become a transparent 
of. the Uri'i versal B . '· . see all; the, .currents · eing circulate th · · 
part or parcel of God. 5 . rough me; Lam 

Ho·w credible is .the f. ? . . . . 
plausibiiity (a~d als~gre. Note how Thoreau keeps . to 
express. h . . eeps down to e th 1 · . . . co . • ing t e same idea of the mi , ar • iterally) while 

mmunion. He describes his fl ~d s tran.sce.ndence or .· . 
crystalline water as follows: oating on the pond's 

In such transparent an . reflecting the cloud d seemingly bottomless water, 
through the . s, I seemed to be floating 

air as in a balloon,6 

This sen se of unity i th experience that n . sh . e central moment the b ouris ed d • core 
ecoming transparent h an_ s~stains. The spirit . 

seeing as an insight· t h in It . , as Wordsworth put it ,,. t in o t e causes of nature 
is man's mind that an. t • in o the life of things " , 

there is a ima es the univer . • • power speaking to h" . se. Simultaneously 
senses, oeart f 

1
. 1.m in nature and th • • ee 1.ngs and int •t· ' rough his 

~~n~~ of unity and divinity Hu1._1.o~ graces him with that 
e niversal Being," Al • e is Part and parcel" of 

ways, Thoreau and Emerson remind us 
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haL this intuitional life with its attendant "revelations," 
l ·sions, and deep insight is the grace of the one spirit 
:~thin us and abroad. Insight and revelation are within us. 
rheY are not the property of the past, of the Bibl~ 
radition, They are the reward and issue enjoyed by 

t stablishing "an original relation to the universe. Why 
:hOuld not we have a poetry and philosophy of insight and not 

f tradition, and a religion by revelation to us, and not 
~ne history of (our fathers) ?"7 Here is Emerson's great 
appeal to our age, an age which desires a direct, immediate 
relationship with nature and God, self-directed and observed, 
rather than at second-hand through the traditional modes of 
the past. This then is the great promise and appeal of 
Emerson and Thoreau to our Mendocino earth inhabitants and 
to many of us who would seek and find as Christ promised the 

self-reliant, that is, God-reliant, soul, 

Thus we must trust ourselves, Those forces thwarting 
self-reliance, or the integrity of one's own mind are 
identified as "society"-- "ioint-stock companies," Bible 
societies, and dead institutions, They discourage the quest 
for star-knowledge and are therefore to be avoided, The 
trust in 6ne's own vision comes before law, the constitution, 
and the Bible; for there is that spirit fountain whence flow 
all thoughts that our first allegiance is to: 

They who know of no purer sources of truth, who 
have traced up its stream no higher, stand, and 
wisely stand, by the Bible and the Constitution, 
and drink at it there with reverence and humility; 
but they who behold where it comes trickling into 
this lake or that pool, gird up their loins once 
more, - and continue their pilgrimage toward its 

fountain-head.B 

Fountains, overflowing streams, auroras, illuminations, 
thunder, starlight and star-fire are the Transcendentalists' 
recurrent metaphors for the intuitive understanding of the 
Higher Laws, They are magical visitations that flash and 
flow in the mind's firmament. What has Thoreau and Emerson 
to do with o.ur century? Simply that self-reliance is a 
mode of conscience and intuition which we are compelled to 
obey if we are to keep our integrity, Trusting yourself 
is trusting in that higher origin of all things, the 
origin of all our thoughts. It is trust in that divine 
stream from ~hich flow the ideal of truth, justice, and 
love from which men of integrity drink, find nourishment, 
gather energy that they might act in execution of those 
ideals, These rare self-,reliant men span the decades between 

John Brown, and the Fathers Berrigan. 
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What my California earth inhabitants 
Th d . may see in oreau an Emerscn is the spiritual d 1 their writings and the sense of ju t·an m~ra_ relevance of 
express, specifically in the areasso~c=l=~erri7h~n~ss ~hey 
and war (The Mexican War) As regard th Y c~v~l rights) 
E • s ese topics I b 1 . merson and Thoreau to be heroes . . e 1eve 
perhaps seditious ideas on the i~j:~~~~:; ~;p~~~lar and 
essays that come later in Emerson's l"f d day. The 
"Civil Disobedience" (1849) speak f t1he, an t?e essay 
t • . 0 e necessity to dh o intuited moral judgments about 1 a ere 
dd " . s avery and war E 

a :"ess, Emancipation in the British West Id" ;, merson's 
entitled "The Fugitive Slave Law " "J h B n ~es, the essays 
E . . , o n rown and "Th mancipation Proclamation" all 1 b e 

d . . . ce e rate the moral gu · d 
an inspiration voiced earlier i·n "Th O i ance 
"d . e ver-Soul"· all th i eas in these later essays flow f h 1 . ' e · t . . ram t e c aims about 1n uitive apprehension of ri"ghtne d our ss goo ness · t · the Divine Charity In "Th E . ' . . • Jus ice, and • e mancipation 1n th w t 
the streaming of truth from an u k e es Indies" 

. n nown source is th "bl of the 1ntuitional life: "The bl d . e cod" 
is anti-slavery. 119 One might th" 

0
k
0 

fis mor~l: the blood 
in o Martin Luth K" century later and a similar kind of lf 1· er ing a 

heart, as the seat of such moral cirse -:e ianc~. The 
cause of civil rights. culation, guides the 

There i~ a blessed necessity by which the inter 
of men is ~lways driving them to the right; and est 
again, making all crime mean and ugly, The , 
of_the Saxon race, friendly to liberty; the e;e;ius 
prise, the very muscular vi or of thi . er
inconsistent with slavery gThe It lls nation, are 
bl · 1 • n e ect, with 

a~in~ eye, coking through history from the 
beginning onward, gazes on this blot and it dis
appears. The sentiment of Right 
ind" t· t b • once very low and is inc , ut ever more articulate b . . 
the voice of the . , ecause 1t 1s 

universe, pronounces Freedom 
:he.Power that built this fabric of things aft· 
it in the heart; and in the history of the Fir~;m~f 
August1 has made it a sign to th . 
will.lU e ages, of his 

Written in 1844, this address on emanc· . . 
Indies was radically controversial and ipation ~n t?e ~est 
righteousness. It was a heroic achie unswervin~ in its 
willingness to discuss the mor 1 . vement for it showed a 

h . a issues and thereby d 
t e nation to awaken to the dilemmas a . . . prepare 
tions of the decade preceding the Civi~dW~~~ipient disrup-

A magnificent moral essay followed 
"The F · · ten years later. ugitive Slave Law" almost 

argues civil disobedienceto 
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infamous law that required men to return runaway slave s to 
their owner and guaranteed results by establishin.g bounties. 
In this lecture Daniel Webster is portrayed as a Judas to 
the Over-Soul; our supposedly great est legislator is seen 
wanting in that self-reliance and intuitive moral sense 
radiating from the heart: 

It is a law of our nature that great thoughts come 
from the heart. If his moral sensibility had been 
proportioned to the force of his understanding, 
what limits could have been set to his genius and 
beneficent power? But he wanted that deep source 
of inspiration. Hence a sterility of thought, the 
want of generalization in his speeches, and the 
curious fact that, with a general ability which 
impresses all the world, there is not a single 
general remark, not an observation on life and 
manners, not an aphorism that can pass into 
literature from his writings. 11 

Emerson continues his frontal attack on slavery, applying the 
idealism of previous essays, notably "Self-Reliance" and 
"The American Scholar," to undermine the joint-stock company 
of slavery. Man is indeed his own star, radiating his own 
principles of truth. How students love the passages 
attacking the universities in America in the year 1854. Then, 
institutions of education served custom, convention, 
government, business, and law rather than TRUTH. How all 
that has 'now changed--a terrible beauty is born--for the 
civil rights and anti-war movement find their forum (and fuel) 
in the universities. Never a disengaged writer when a moral 
matter presented itself, Emerson here taunts the university 
establishment (as he did earlier in "The Divinity School 
Address"): 

The universities are not, as in Hobbes's time, 'the 
core of rebellion,' no, but the seat of inertness. 
They have forgotten their allegiance to the Muse, 
and grown worldly and political. I listened,lately, 
on one of those occasions when the university 
chooses one of its distinguished sons returning 
from the political arena, believing that senators 
and statesmen would be glad to throw off the harness 
and to dip again in the Castalian pools. But 
if audiences forget themselves, statesmen do not, 
The low bows to all the crockery gods of the day 
were duly made:--only in one part of the discourse 
the orator allowed to transpire, rather against 
his will, a little sober sense , It was this: 'I 
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am, as you see, a man virtuously inclined d 
only corrupted by my profession of polit•' an 
should prefer the right side y 1.cs. I 
th 1 . • ou, gentlemen f 

ese 1.terary and scienti·fi· h 1 ° • c sc oo s, and th 
important class you represent, have fhe e 
make your verdict clear and prevailing p~w~r to 
done ~o, you would have found me its giad :r You 
champion. Abstractly I she ld h gan and 
th t ·d ' u ave preferred 

a s1 e. But you have not done it. You hav 
spoken out. You have failed to arm me.12 e not 

Emerson would 
professors in 
Reliance very 

still be disappointed with politicians 
our day~ bu~ would find his principles 
much alive in the universities today. 

and 
of Self. 

Emerson admired John Brown 
men for whom "the end f h and Thoreau as self-reliant 

o a t ought is t · " I d believed that th bl d ac ion. n eed, both 
put its moral pu~seso~nt:a:c;~ral •~: that they existed to 
admiration from a modern gener:~ion ore~u commands great 
words are reenforced by h. d d of dissenters because his 
d . 1.s ee s. As we know h. d 
isseht at Concord provided Ghand. . . ' is ramatic 

disobedience Go1.·ng to .. 1 _ i wi th a primer for civil 
• J a i was a s b I · b rejecting the government, s 1 . ym O ic ut real act of 

unfair war with M . po icy toward slavery and an 
exico. But John Br, ' t· 

matter• Emerson has noth. own. s ac ions are another 
atrocities of Harper's Fe:;g.to say about t~e unspeakable 
the "ideal•st "the ~ f :.: rather he admires John Brown in 

• s man O 1ntegrit " d 11 
for to the ~elf r , • t · ,. - Y a.n. truthfulness " 

g - e.1.an· man Nth· • • 
the integrity of your own m·nd o .. 1r;.g .. is at :•st sacred but 
to the extent that he e . tid • He believed in his ideas 
John Brown may be id~nt:~~e~ w~~/ut the1;1 all in~o ac~ion."14 
zealous, poss~'ss:ed @"en . many violent, impatient, 

· - , • insane revel t· · 
His spirit lives in the "We th ,,u ion~ries of our day, 
the JDL and the B . a ennen, the Black Panthers " 

• errigans who 11· ' Ferry of Draft B d , se sa ies make a Harper's oars. I am ev t . 
Nader with John Brown t b. en empted to identify Ralph 
of Winsted, Connecticu~o bu;c;~s; o! ~heir_c?mmon birthplace 
happen to spring from the s a t ei: raid:ng tactics 
reliance. Pure and "tra ame Em~rs?nian principle of self
or ideal self he ·s th nlspadrent,_ lij<e Emerson's "geniu.s ." 

• i us Y escribed: · 

For himself h · . • e is so transparent that all him through H . men see 
on ea th • e is a man to make friends wherevAr 

r courage and int •t -egri Y are esteemed the 
radrest of_heroes, a pure idealist, with no by-
ens of his own M f 
~very one who h~s h::~dohi~o~p::~eh::e~e:!m, and 
impressed alike by his simple, artless 

goodness, 
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joined with his sublime courage.15 

His strength lies in this courage to reject the forms of the 
established system--the "joint-stock company" of government-
that sacrifices self-integrity and truth for security and 
comfort. Emerson stateB: 

Great wealth, great population, men of talent in 
the executive, on the bench,--all the forms of 
right,-•and yet, life and freedom are not safe. 
Why? Because the judges rely on the forms, and do 
not, like John Brown, use their eyes to see the 
fact behind the forms.16 

"Civil Disobedience" is clearly revolutionary, subver
sive, anarchistic, and radically individualistic, It 
follows Emerson's claim in the essay "Politics" that "the 
less government we have the better--the fewer laws and the 
less confided power. The antidote to this abuse of formal 
government is the influence of private character, the growth 
of the Individual ••• The appearance of character makes 
the State unnecessary. 1117 Governmental oppression in "Civil 
Disobedience" takes the form of a standing army and an 
invidious war with Mexico. The government does not serve 
its main purpose: to guarantee that men let each other 
alone. "Keep each other off and keep off each other," said 
Robert Frost in"Build Soil." 

· Majority rule does not guarantee justice, according to 
Thoreau. He sees government as a machine. The metaphor 
suggests a fixed, grinding, dead force that can be arrested 
by a counter friction of dissent. Civil disobedience is an 
act of conscience; and the conscience, feeding from the 
fountain-head of truth, impells right action. Like Billy 
Budd, "Civil Disobedience" is concerned with the central 
conflict between the mechanical truths of law, polity and 
government and the intuitions of conscience. Their inherent 
opposition provides the thematic structure to the essay. Our 
age identifies, with a shock of recognition, the machine of 
government as a dehumanizing power, fostering, as it does, 
regimentation and a military mentality. Thoreau saw the 
danger of a Pentagon-like, geared, powerized monster con
trolling man instead of liberating him. Thoreau's 
description of the military suggests how dehumanizing a 
force it is: 

A common and natural result of an undue respect 
for law is, that you may see a file of soldiers, 
colonel, captain, corporal, privates, powder
monkeys, and all, marching in admirable order over 
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hill and dale to the wars, against their wills, av 
against their common sense and consciences, which·• 
makes it very steep marching indeed, and produces 
a palpitation of the heart. They have no doubt 
that it is damnable business in which they are 
concerned; they are all peaceably inclined. Now, 
what are they? Men at all? or small moveable 
forts and magazines, at the service of some 
unscrupulous man in power? Visit the Navy-Yard, and 
behold a marine, such a man as an American 
government can make, or such as it can make a man 
with its black arts,--a mere shadow and reminiscence 
of humanity, a man laid out alive and ••• buried 
under arms • 18 

I cannot help thinking how appropriate a description of 
Lieutenant Edward Calley this might be . Like Melville, 
Thoreau knew the law's potentially corrosive effect on the 
conscience. The black arts of militarism, which serves the 
law with blind obedience and clockwork regulation, destroy 
that most delicate spiritual organ, the conscience, 
Lieu~enant Calley's execution of law and order (and scores of 
Vietnamese civilians) is a fearful fulfillment of Thoreau's 
misgivings about the machine, He states:"The mass of men 
serve the state ••• not as men mainly but as machines. , 
In most cases there is no free exercise whatever of the 
judgment or of the moral sense." That is the tension and 
the tragedy behind My Lai and Lieutenant Calley's deeds, I 
am afraid, We must be free or we· are no); our own selves, 
following our own natures, This understanding is the moral 
of all of Thoreau's and Emerson's writings. This insistence 
of maintaining one's personal freedom is every conscientious 
objector's debt to Thoreau and Emerson. Yet the monster 
machine grinds on, as Thoreau continues to remind our 
generation. And this reminder is as perennially warning and 
inspiring as is the new life in Walden's "Spring." . What is 
one to do? Clearly, one must exert a counter-friction to 
the machine, Thoreau's refusal to pay his poll tax 
dramatized his disapproval of the policies of the state, He 
did not rifle or burn governmental offices or do any act of 
violence. He went to jail. There he found freedom. The 
story goes that Emerson visited him in jail and inquired why 
he was there. Thoreau replied, "Why are you not here?" 
For a modern age Thoreau's challenge would be a sincere, 
valid invitation to civil disobedience, 
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Teaching Minority Literatures: 
A Report 

By JOHN EDGAR TIDWELL 

The National Council of Teachers of En . 
the Institute on Teaching Minorit 1·t glish sponsored 
at R h t . Y i eratures on all 1 

oc es er, Minnesota' March 7-11 Th. . . eve ls 
very timely because there seems t b is ~nstitute was 
ment in minority studi o ea national retrench-
P?rtive services. A c:~c~:~~::~s a~d mi~ority_student sup
minority literature courses seemsr~nre~~ ~~nt in offering 
are recognized as American 1· evi a e unless they 
as such. The question that ~::rat~re c?urses and defended 
each of the maJ·or instit t raised in some manner by 

1
. u e speakers was "Wh , . 
iteratures be taught as Ame . 1 . Y cant minority rican iteratur 1" 1· c.... 

a~ the term was generally used h :· . iterature, 
tion of the human experience • .;~st e artistic communica
manner. ' ei er orally or in a written 

Dr. Darwin Turner, noted Black schol . 
the Afro-American Studie p ar and director of 
addressed the instit t s r?g:am at Iowa University, 
d. . u e participants on th • ictions and hypocrisie d r- e various contra-
Black literature as Am s_use lto deny the recognition of 

1 
erican iterature M 

ems, he said emanate f 1 • ost of the prob-
the technicai ;kill d rom ~ ack of understanding about 

s an traditions d • literature He cited use in creating Black 
winner Ralp•h Ell" , as an example National Book Award 

ison s complex use f b 1 1 
c~l traditions. Critics who a 

O 
ver a. ore and musi-

ties will, of course mi th re_not versed in these subtle
fail to appreciate th sst e richness of the story and 

e mas ery of techn · d · 
Unfortunately many such . . ique isplayed. 
ineptness by ;valuating B~ri~i~~ have demonstrated critical 
when simple background re da~ iterature as poorly written 

· a ing would have ill · 
experience pregnant w"th . uminated an th i meaning. If the b" t . 

e human experience that is re . ? Jee is to study 
Turner maintained th . vealed in literature, Dr. 
. , ere is no sound r h . 
ience cannot be examined withi eason w y this exper-
experience as it reveal . n the context of the Black 

s universal truths. 

A similar appeal to red Ch" . 
of the human experience wasamadeicano literature as part by Dr. Alfredo Gonzales of 

14 

he Chicano Studies Department of the University of Minnesota. 
~ order to understand how Chicano literature belongs to the 
l~terature of universal man, one had to first underst and the 
h:storY of Chicano literature. Also one must realize that 
Chicano literature should not be summarily dismissed because 
it contains nuances of Chicano life and language. He cited 
pound and Eliot as examples of writers who often illustrate 
their erudition by writing phrases and words in a foreign 
language in their work. A bilingual Chicano writer, then, 
who cannot find an adequate English substitute for a Spanish 
word should not be branded as abstruse or recondite. Lastly, 
if White writers who have written well about the Chicano 
e~perience are critically acclaimed, then certainly Chicanos 
who have lived the experience and have written well about it 
should receive equal critical consideration. 

Momoko Iko, an Asian-American playwright and novelist, 
was most emphatic about having Asian-American literature 
read in terms of its contribution to American literature 
because she defines herself as an American of Asian descent. 
Although she strongly acknowledges her Asian heritage, she, 
along with many of her literary peers, defines herself in 
terms of her American experience, not Asian. Thus the 
literature of these writers often discusses one of several 
themes: (1) Asian-American bachelor societies created 
by the lack of women because Asian women were denied emigra
tion privileges and miscegenation was forbidden by law; 
(2) the Asian ,experience of immigrants in this country; 
(3) the identity crises of the second generation and how 
their identities are shaped by the realities of existence 
here; (4) the conflict of being half-Asian and half-American 
with no resolution to the problem; and (5) preoccupation 
with the past and the death of that past. Asian tradition, 
she felt, often played significant roles in works by these 
writers; however, understanding tradition should not be a 
stumbling block to interpreting the universal concerns 

being depicted. 

Native American literature was discussed by the Saint 
Paul journalist and poet Gerald Vizenor who mirrored many 
of the points made by the other speakers. One particular 
fact was that even though background reading is a prerequi
site to a fuller understanding of Native American literature, 
this writing can still be viewed in terms of the larger 
experience of mankind. In terms of the diversity of Native 
American llterature, he indicated that a wide spectrum 
exists, ranging from literature by Whites who reject classi
cal forms of Tribal expression to Pan Tribal writers who 
reflect su~h ideologies as that espoused by the American 
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I~dian Movement. Thus it b . 
history of Native Am . ecomes important to exa . 
f erican lit t mine or example is b . era ure. The term "T . tt, , eing used mo f rib 1 word in the Nat• Am . re O ten because the . a , 
. . i ve erican lexi f " re is tine tions are mad b . con or Indian " b no 

e Y Native Am · ' ut d· various tribes Al . ericans for each of is. 
. • so Tribal n h. the 

cine men as a result of d ames w ich were given b 
n· k reams or v· · Y med· ic names because of tl 1s1.ons survive t d J. 

e.g. Elk-Who-Stands-in~i poor translations by missi~naY_as 
stand that the view of T:1::i etc. Lastly one ~hould a:1es, 
to the need created b W people has changed ac ?deh 
the nobel savage ster:ot estern civilization. For e~~;d1ng 
someone in the ·rd ype grew out of a need to _Ple, 
. wi erness wh env1s · 
industrialization S . o was untainted by the . ion 

• o, with th· b evils f prepared to approach th is as ackground one . o 
1 . e study of N t· ' is as iterature that h . a 1ve American l"t 

as universal implicatio i eratur, ns. 
A phase of the institute 

as the dd that was n t f a resses by the major O as successful 
ul was the division of the sp~a~ers but nonetheless 

groups with the expre participants into discuss· use-
wr·tt ss purpose of d' ion 

i _en by the various minorit" iscussing literature 
curriculum planning sessio ies. These sessions and th 
some structure existed andn~ ;ould have been more useful ~ad 
~~ t~ugh~ minority literatur: b leaders w~o have studied and/ 

e institute was successful been re~ruited. Nonetheless 
group of people who were . t ecause it brought together , 
ing · . in erested i 1 a minority literature Th n earning about tea h 
hospitality and th • e resources were ample th c. 
th e accommodat· , e 

~t most participants would e~~:s excellent. I am sure 
points. If the tea h' my sentiments on th b c ing of m· • ese 
_ecome a legitimate part of 1no~1ty literatures is to 
imperative that more . t. American literature, it is 

ins itues such as this be held. 
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Editorial Note 
The statement of philosophy of the Teacher Standards and 

certification Commission which appears on the next pages should 
be of considerable interest to English teachers, even though it 
applies to the certification of all teachers. Basically, the 
Teacher Standardsand Certification Commission serves as the 
intermediary between the teachers and the State Board of Educa
tion to set up standards for the certification of teachers. 
In the past, certification has been in the hands of the State 
Department of Education and of the colleges . preparing teachers. 
With the establishment of the Teacher Standards and Certification 
commission, it now becomes incumbent upon the teachers of the 
state to determine who will be certified to teach. The assump
tion is that the teachers themselves are most competent to 
determine who should be certified. 

Established by the legislature in 1973, the commission is 
composed of four elementary teachers, four secondary teachers, 
three college teachers (one from the university, one from the 
state colleges, and one from the private colleges), one school 
administrator, one non-teaching teacher and four members from 
the public at large. The commission has spent a year preparing 
the philosophy which will serve as a guide to determine what 
criteria should be recommended to the State Board of Education 
for teacher certification. 

The establishment of this commission will make it possible 
for the English teachers of Minnesota to have a much greater 
voice in determining who should be certified to teach English 
and on the basis of what criteria. It will be an important 
task of the English teachers of this state to give considerable 
thought to what qualifications are necessary to become a 
member of the profession. Indeed, one can reasonably expect 
that a task force of English teachers will be convened within 
the next few years to examine the present certification 
standards. For that reason this . statement by the commission 
is printed here so that English teachers across the state 
may :imtelligently determine what steps · to take to arrive at 
reasonable and humane criteria for the certification of their 
peers. 
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Teacher Standards and Certification: 
A Report 

RESOLVED THAT THE COMMISSION ADOPT THE FOLLOWING 
PHILOSOPHY TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO BOTH ITSELF AND SUCH 
BODIES AS IT MAY CREATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLICIES 
REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE EDUCATION STANDARDS, AND 
CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS: 

OTH-E!i 
AND 

I, 

II. 

III. 

IV, 

v. 

Statement of Philosophy (Principles) 

The fundamental purpose of elementary and secondary 
education is to . provide the general education necessary 
t~ ~repar7 all students to function effectively as 
citizens in a democratic society. It should be the 
obligation of the educational structure to provide 
further preparation designed to assist each student 
toward achieving personal, vocational professional or 
educational goals. ' ' 

The au~hority to establish regulations governing the 
education, standards, and certification of teachers is 
vested in the Teacher Standards and Certification 
Commission, 

The Teacher Standards and Certification Commission 
supports the principle that all professional personnel 
as defined in MS 125,04 shall be certificated under 
standard rules and regulations promulgated by a single 
body responsible to the State Board of Education, 
Because the curricula, programs of teacher preparation 
and objectives of instruction differ for general. ' 
vocatio~al, and professional education, the grou;s 
responsible for these various types of education should 
be prov~d7d_representation on the body bearing 
responsibility for the rules and regulations. 

The public as a whole has a vital interest in the 
functioning of the educational process, The Commission 
recognizes this interest of the public in the 
education, standards, and certification of those persons 
involved in the process of education, 

In developing policies and regulations governing 
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VI. 

education, standards, and certification of teachers, 
the C.9mmission shall insure representation from the 
public, the teaching profession, and the institutions 
of higher education with approved programs of teacher 
preparation, 

A. Regulations affecting the education, qualification, 
or standards of conduct of teachers are most 
effective when the total profession is involved in 
their development and implementation, 

Processes which are open and public earn and retain 
the confidence of members of the public and the 
practitioners subject to certification. 

C, An ongoing exchange of information is basic to any 
processes instituted in regulation of the teaching 
profession. 

The Commission recognizes that the state, through its 
agencies, must retain the fundamental responsibility 
for the process of education, It is the duty of the 
Teacher Standards and Certification Commission to 
develop the criteria and standards for the process of 
accreditation of teacher education institutions, the 
approval of specific programs for the preparation of 
teachers, and ·the certification of teachers completing 
such programs, 

A. 

B. 

c. 

Voluntary accreditation through regional and 
national professional organizations is encouraged 
to promote the improvement of standards for the 
preparation of teachers and to afford Minnesota 
teachers the benefits of reciprocity among the 
states. 

The "approved programs approach" to teacher 
education, which allows each institution of higher 
education to develop programs consistent with its 
resources and capabilities, is endorsed by the 
Commission, Such approval should rest with the
appropriate State Agency in accordance with criteria 
established by the Teacher Standards and 
Certification Commission, 

Alternative teacher education programs within the 
state of Minnesota are essential in affording 
options for teacher candidates, 
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VII. 

VIII, 

IX, 

D, Programs submitted by the colleges for 
should be developed after consultation 
participation from, representatives of 
public and the practicing profession, 

approval 
with, and 
the general 

It is the responsibility of the approved institut· 
f h" h d · ions o ig ere ucation to provide programs of prepar t· 

for ~e~che~s which fulfill the requirements of th: ion 
certification regu:ations promulgated by the Teacher 
Standards and Certification Commission. 

A, 

B, 

c. 

D, 

Preparation for teaching should provide a balance 
between general education, academic content f · 1 d . , pro-essiona e ucation, and field experience, 

P~eparation for teaching should include extensive 
field-c:ntered experiences during the period of 
~r:service education, Such experiences are the 
Joint responsibility of the higher education 
institutions, the members of the teaching profe • 
and the school districts. ssion, 

Preparation for teaching should include experien 
which will assist the t d ces s u ent to develop those inter-
personal skills and multi-cultural re~ationships 
that prepare teachers to serve in a pluralistic 
society, 

Preparation for teaching should involve candidates 
in a continuing screening and self-evaluation 
process, 

Teacher education should be a cooperative enterprise 
~etw:en ~he elementary and secondary schools and the 
institutions of higher education, The establishment 
of s~ch programs as faculty exchanges and joint 
appointments should be encouraged, 

Certification to teach in Minnesota shall be granted 
~o those individuals who are fully qualified to teach 
in accordance with the regulations adopted by the 
Teacher Standards and Certification Commission, 

A, It shall be the responsibility of the Commission 
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ll , 

c. 

D, 

to grant certificates to candidates for initial 
certification. 

The entry-level certificate should be regarded as 
£_rima ~ evidence of teaching potential on the 
part of the holder. 

The recommendation for initial certification of a 
teacher candidate should be based upon the collective 
judgments of practicing professionals, including 
elementary, secondary, and higher education teachers. 
Applications for such certification shall be 
initiated by the candidates, processed by the teacher 
preparation institution, and endorsed by the local 
committee in the school district where the candidate 
received his or her major field experience, 
Application shall include evidence of successful 
completion of an approved program of teacher 
education. 

Standards for the certification of teachers shall be 
publicly proposed by the Teacher Standards and 
Certification Commission upon recommendation of 
task forces and subcommittees established for that 

purpose, 

1, Such bodies should be composed of a majority of 
classroom teachers representing the subject 
areas under consideration, and should .reflect 
balanced representation, 

2. Institutions of higher education and school 
administrator organizations should receive 
representation on all task forces appointed by 
the Commission, 

3, Appropriate State Department of Education 
personnel should be assigned to each task force 
or subcommittee to serve in a consultative role , 

4, Representation should, whenever possible, be 
1 based upon the recommendatioP of active 
professional organizations, which shall then 
become responsible for coordination with 

"praeticing educators throughout the state, 

5, Final determination of the membership of all 
, task forces and subcommittees shall rest with 
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E. 

the Teacher Standards and Certification 
Commission. 

All regulations considered by the Teacher Standard 
and Certification Commission should be adopted onls 
after the receipt of advice from interested y 
parties and the public in general, as evidence by 
testimony in timely and well-published hearings, 

X. The Teacher Standards and Certification Commission 
recognizes that teacher education is a process of contin
uous growth, and that it therefore should be 
established as a coordinated program throughout a 
teaching career. 

A. Continuing education should form the basis for 
continuing certification. 

B. The inducement for professional growth should be 
both positive and reinforcing. 

C. Inservice education should be a logical extension 
of the preservice program, and its implementation 
and evaluation should be a joint responsibility of 
the school district, the institutions of higher 
education, and the practicing profession. 

D. The statewide network of local committees should 
be utilized to assist the Commission in the 
implementation.of the certification and recerti
fication processes. 

E, Such committees should have the additional respon
sibility for recommending needed local inservice 
programs, for approving all professional growth 
experiences, and for assisting the individual teacher 
in determining professional growth needs. 

F. A statewide continuing education committee, composed 
of representatives from those areas of concern 
bearing responsibility for continuing education 
and certification, shall be utilized to aid the 
Commission in assisting the local committees in 
the performance of their functions. 

G, The concept of professional growth should recognize 
the changing nature of knowledge, of society, and 
of the curriculum and structure of the schools 
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XI. 

H. 

I. 

serving that society. Teachers and other certifi
cated personnel must continually seek to develop 
and improve their professional qualification to 
keep pace with these changes. 

The Teacher Standards and Certification Commission 
recognizes the importance of protecting the integrity 
of the certification earned by members of the teach
ing profession. 

1. 

2. 

All task forces charged with recommending 
revisions of certification regulations should 
develop alternative models for continuing 
certification by which teachers can be encour
aged to satisfy the requirements included in 
the revised regulation. 

The institution of positive inducement for 
continued professional growth of life certifi
cated personnel should be an integral part of 
all regulations affecting the standards for 
certification and recertification of teachers. 

The value of alternative approaches should be 
recognized in all individualized programs of 
professional growth. 

The reacher Standards and Certification Commission 
shall develop and create criteria, rules, and regulations 
for the recertification of public school teachers and 
other professional personnel falling under its 
jurisdiction, 

A. 

B. 

c. 

The Commission shall grant continuing certificates 
to all teachers achieving the level of professional 
growth prescribed by such regulations, consistent 
with the recommendation of the appropriate local 
committees. 

The Commission shall establish the criteria for 
the certification of teacher interns, and shall 
grant such certificates to all persons who meet 
the requirements. 

The Commission, through the local and state 
recertification committees, shall exist as an 
avenue of appeal for those teachers challengin~ the 
disposition of their professional growth experiences. 
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XII. The interests of education would be served by the 
establishment of differing levels of certification 
attainment of which_ shall be limited only by the ' 
ambition and aptitude of the individual teacher, 

the 

A, 

B. 

Permanent certification, which should include th 
responsibility for representing the practicing e 
~rofes~ion in the implementation of preservice and 
inservice roles, shall become the right of all 
holders of continuing certification status pro •d· ' Vl 1n 
that such teachers meet the requirements establi h g 
by the Commission. 

8 
ed 

The judgment involved in the elevation of a teacher 
to a higher level of certification should be that 
of practicing members of the profession, 

Holders of both continuing and permanent certifi
cation shall be considered fully qualified members 
of the teaching profession, 

XIII. A code of ethics covering standards of professional 
conduct and performance shall be established by the 
Teacher Standards and Certification Commission. 

A. The dignity of the teacher, as well as the rights 
of the student and of society as a whole should b • • , e 
given prime consideration in the establishment 
of such a code, 

B. Any code of ethics should be developed with the 
active participation and approval of the 
practicing members of that profession, 

C. To become truly effective, any such code should 
apply to all of the certificated members of the 
education profession, 

D. The standards of ethical conduct should be stated 
as positive principles, with recognition of the 
value of such ethical principles in enhancing the 
teaching-learning process. 

XIV. All rules, regulations, criteria, and processes 
adopted by the Teacher Standards and Certification 
Commission should be subject to continuous study 
evaluation. 
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B. 

c. 

such evaluation should be performed f. or the Com
mission by subcommittees and task forces appointed 
for that purpose under criteria adopted for groups 
functioning in an advisory capacity. 

such formal evaluation should not prevent the 
commission from encouraging interested persons and_ 
organizations to advise that body on a regular basis 
on any matter affecting the interests of better 

education. 

All rul~s and regulations affecting the education, 
certification, and accreditation process un~er the 
jurisdiction of the Commission should contain 
provisions for self-evaluation and fe:dback for the 
benefit of the institutions involved in the process. 

SE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THIS DOCUMENT RECEIVE AS WIDE 
A DISSEMINATION AS POSSIBLE, TO THE END THAT fERSONS 
CONCERNED WITH ITS EFFECTS SHALL BE AFFORDED THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO SUGGEST FUTURE REVISIONS OR METHODS OF IMPLEMENI ATION • 

Wave on Lake Superior 
Sitting on the rocks 
you learn awe 
for that particular 
Lake Superior wave 
which pauses 
a second longer 
than the others 
before it smashes 
the rocks 
and you lose 
sight of it 
forever. 
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ALUN LEWIS: A Tribute [1915-1944] 
By RODNEY NELSON 

In March 1944 a British officer was killed in Burma, 
He was a lieutenant with the Sixth Battalion of the South 
Wales Borderers, and at the time of his accidental shooting 
he was engaged in intelligence work, Of this man Gwyn Jones 
later wrote: "He was a brave and splendid young poet, and 
his death, like the death of all such, is a limb torn from 
the living," 

Alun Lewis was a Welshman, and he acknowledged the im
portance of his heritage many a time. But while he lacked 
the self-conscious Welshness of Vernon Watkins and other con
temporaries, his feeling for the craft of verse remained 
deeply Celtic in nature. He was more Welsh than anyone; and 
perhaps this is why today his writings are read and loved 
mainly in Wales. 

When Ian Hamilton wrote a biographical introduction to 
a selection of Lewis's prose and poetry (1966), he referred 
to him as "a writer who seems to me to have been shamefully 
neglected." Ronald Duncan, the English poet and dramatist, 
felt that it was time for a reassessment of Lewis's work, 
They were talking about a poet whose first book, Raider's 
Dawn, had gone into six reprintings during the war, and whose 
death had made headlines in London, 

Willingly or unwillingly, Lewis had become famous as a 
"war inet." This at once established his reputation and 
crippled it, The public was just waiting for a new Wilfred 
Owen, and although Lewis never descended to topicality or 
cheap heroics, a ready-made image of trench-bard was fixed on 
him, Actually, Lewis did not see action; his war was like a 
vast, indistinct threat, As he said in the note to his book 
of soldier stories, ''Death in battle, death on a large scale, 
and all the attendant finalities and terrors -- these are 
outside,,,,the main motif is the rootless life of soldiers 
having no enemy, and always, somehow, under a shadow," 

His theme was larger than war; it was the single theme 
of life and death, Dylan Thomas used to like to recite "The 
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"a poem in which the shadow contains all of existence. 
sentry, 

1 d · content Lewis's poetry belongs to the In sty e an in , . . . d 
'ddl th of the English tradition, He worshippe 

great mi e pa W 1 h poet who had been killed in the first 
d rd Thomas a es h Wh'l Ewa h , 1 h d trod that now little-used pat • J. e and w o a so a . . h • war, . Hampshire he visited Tomas s 

stati~:1ds~~:: :::e~;e:~ed an even'more enduring memorial in 
rnernori The third part of "To Edward Thomas" shows what 
verse, 
Lewis was capable of: 

l sat and watched the dusky berried ridge 
Of yew-trees, deepened by oblique dark shafts, 
Throw back the flame of red and gold and ~us~ett t 
That leapt from beech and ash to birch an c es nu 
Along the downward arc of.the ~ill's shoulder, 
And sunlight with discerning fingers 
S ftly explore the distant wooded acres, 
T~uching the farmsteads one by one with lightness 
Until it reached the Downs, where soft ~r:~: pastures 
Went slanting sea- and skyward to the limi 
Where sight surrenders and the mind alon: 
Can find the sheeps' tracks and the grazing. 

1 t din England he has been virtual-
If he has been neg ec e '. edition has yet 

ly ignored in the United States. An American f And 
r -- ma be his personality is too strong or us, 

to appea y t " in ancient Wales or Ireland a 
as Robert Graves wro e, • • • , • h was 

twas not merely a professional verse-i:rr~ter, e 
poe d' y spiritual power ••••• 
acknowledged to exercise extraor inar f ., 

• , conveyed this same sense o power, Alun Lewiss presence 

Country School Yard 
The horses graze 
Watching the children 
Kick up their heels. 

David R. Solheim 
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ERIC/RCS Report: 
Techniques and Materials 

for 
Improving Reading Skills in 

Secondary English 

By ROONEY J. BARTH 

One of the objectives of the national Right to Read 
program is "Every teacher a teacher of reading.·" If this 
goal is to be realized, the plans of high school administ
rators, reading consultants, and classroom teachers will 
have to be supported by solid instructional procedures. 
English teachers will especially need more instructional 
materials and teaching techniques to develop both content and 
reading skills. 

What many English teachers are looking for is information 
about available instructional materials and teaching tech- · 
m.que,s that develop skills to complement the reading levels 
of the course content. Without the appropriate skills, the 
path to employment, college, and the full humanistic develop
ment of each student . may be block1fd. The traditional 
responsibility of the English teacher has been not only to 
teach content, but also to teach the student how to learn. 
Translated into contemporary terms, this means intentionally 
teaching content and skills together. Though Hemingway 
rewrote The Old Man and The Sea 33 times before it was 
finally published, the student will be frustrated after trying 
to read it once if comprehension of the book is diminished 
by poor reading skills. The concerned English teacher trying 
to keep the doors of the future open for his students, not 
all of whom will become literary gourmets, requires a variety 
of materials to meet their individual ' needs. 

The purpose of this article, then, is to suggest 
instructional materials that English teachers can use in the 

classroom to improve students' reading skills. The materials 
are divided into three sections: (1) Readings which discuss 
the concerns of content reading teachers in a general way, 
citing the implications of literattir~ re~iews · and research 
outlining the basic and advanced skills to be applied in 
class activities; (2) Materials which specify methods for 
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· and expanding the student's ability to master the ·mproving · h" h "d 1 
i t f h · courses• and ( 3) Guides w ic provi e goa s, nten o is , . . 
co . d guidelines for teachers to use in planning bjectives, an ·t 
~nstructional ~trategies, lessons, and uni s. 

I 

In order to develop effective instructional strate-
d t be aware of which reading skills to ies, teachers nee o d' •n the 

g ress in their specific content ~reas. Rea ing i 
st t A ea (Laffey 1972) contains several chapters of conten r • "R d' ·n 

icular interest to the English teacher. ea ~ng i 
p~rt t • The Importance of Student Involvement reviews 
Litera ure. d' b"lity and arch on the relationship between rea ing a i 
res:emic achievement in literature, and analyze~ some of 
aca readin roblems peculiar to the study of literature. 
theecond a;ticle, "Reading in Literature: Stud:nt_Involve
\:t Is Just the Beginning," applies research flndin~s to 
:1assroom instruction and provides_practica: s~Ige:~1:~1 
for developing relevant reading skills applica d: l"tera-

nres of literature. (Skills stressed for rea ing_ 1
1 :~re include the development of a general and technica 

vocabulary, interpretation, critical reading, and compre
hension of main Jdeas.) 

USING THE ERIC SYSTEM 

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and.Communi
cation Skills is sponsored by the National_ 
Council of Teachers of English in coo~erat1on 
with the National Institute of Education, U,S, 
Department of Health, Education, and W:lfare. 
ERIC'S objective is to keep.educator~ inform~d 
about current developments in educat1?n• In 
formation collected by the ERIC Clearinghouse 
on Reading and Communication Skills and the 
ther ERIC clearinghouses can be ordered from 

~he ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), 
p O Box 190 Arlington, Virginia 22210. For 
c~m;lete ord~ring information consult_the(RIE) 
monthly issues of Resources in Education. 
or contact the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading 
a~d Communication Skills, 1111 Kenyo~ Road, 
Urbana, Illinois 61801. Documents with ED_ 
numbers are indexed in Resources in Education, 
Those with EJ numbers are indexed in Current 
Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), _And 
those with CS numbers are recently acquired 
materials; ED or EJ numbers will soon be 
assigned, 
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While Laffey presents research findings as the ba • 
for determing instructional strategies and practices sis 
Dechant (1973) takes quite a different approach. In'a 
comprehensive statement about the reading problems of 
adolescent students, he relates the principles of learnin 
and learning theory to the teaching of reading. Using g 
linguistic orientation, Dechant guides the teacher thro~ h 
the procedure for developing word recognition skills cg 

h · k 0 ll d ' om-pre ens1.on s 1. s, an rate skills. Although Dechant co 
th t t d 

. . 
1 

. vers 
more an con en rea ing 1.n 1.terature, he maintains that 
the English. teacher is often responsible not only for 
teaching symbols and metaphors, but for providing suffici 
. t t. . b . k. 1 ent 1.ns rue ion 1.n more asic s 1.l s so that the student can 
learn social studies, mathematics, and science. Since the 
skills necessary for academic success in the different con
tent areas do overlap, the English teacher will find this 
work useful both as a general reference and as a resource 
from which to develop lessons and units .• 

II 

Some school systems may wish to formalize the teaching 
of reading in English as well as in other subjects. Anthon 
(1972) prepared a study in anticipation of such formalized y 
programs. The purpose of the study was to develop a con
ceptual model which could be used by administrators, con
sultants, and teachers to implement programs to improve 
reading instruction in secondary schools. Ten goals were 
determined and placed in an open-ended opinionnaire. Princi
pals, teachers of reading, and content area teachers from 
74 Arizona secondary schools were asked to express agreement 
or disagreement with the validity of the goals and to iden
tify those forces they felt were helping or hinqering the 
attainment of the goals. The conceptual model developed 
from a synthesis .of the data contained particularly note
worthy implications concerning the contributions of content 
area teachers to reading instruction. The results of this 
and other studies, combined with the national Right to Read 
effort, further underline the English ,teacher's important 
role in improving student reading skills. 

One school which already has an operational program in 
content reading is the University of Chicago Laboratory 
School. Robinson and Thomas (1969) edited a volume which 
describes the development of the program from its inception 
through its present state as a viable method of teaching 
reading skills in the content courses. -Eleven teachers 
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·de insights into how a teacher in his own content 
P
rov1 • d • d d . . can upgrade his students rea ing , an an a m1.n1.stra-

area dreading consultant at the school relate how they 
tor an · h h t the reading effort. For English teac er s w o may 
suppor d · · t d ·sh to know more about the role of the a ministra or an 
;11. eading consultant in such a program, several other 
the _rs of concern are also examined. These include what 
topic ach to· use in English, reading skills common to this 
appr~fic subJ·ect area the conditions for critical reading, 
speci , . 
and the ideas for vocabulary enrichment. 

While the importance of know how to determine which be 
skills to teach and how to develop such a program cannot 
tressed enough, teachers must also have methods an~ mater

~als available for purposes of instruction. In their fol
loWUP to the Chicago Laboratory School program, Thomas and 
Robinson (1972) presented some of the successful me7hods 
and materials for teaching reading that are of special 
interest to English teachers. Such me7hods ~nclud: 
building vocabulary and word attack. skills i improving com
prehension. developing flexibility in reading rate, ~nd 
fostering reading skills for problem solving and topic 
development while .studyin_g literature. The course content 
and the basic skills for studying literature are equally 

emphasized. 

clearly the responsibility of the teacher is to show 
the learner ~hat is required of him. To do this'. ~oth 
the nature of 'the skills and the process of acquiring them 
need to be stressed. In keeping with this v~ew Herb:r (1970) 
presents additional methods and materials which English. 
teachers can use to help their students develop the reading 
skills necessary to understand their_s~b~ects on_a l:vel 
commensurate with their mental capabilities. This hi~hly 
prescriptive handbook describes a framewor~ :o~ teaching 
reading skills, while shifting the responsibility for 
learning to the student. In this context, Herber cover~ 
such aspects of content reading as levels of comprehension, 
reasoning beyond reading, and technical vocabulary and 
language development. 

For' the English teacher, whether teaching basic re~ding 
skills.or more refined critical thinking skills, the maJor 
objective is still the expression of ideas. Shepherd (1973) 
emphasizes specific and practica_l methods a teacher ca~ us: 
to fuse reading skills and content and to spark co~unication 
in literature and language arts. In a chapter entitled 
"Applying Reading Skills to the English Class," Shepherd 
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states, "The goals of language arts are basically the same 
as those of education in general, since language and 
communication are intrinsic to all curricula" (po 169). 
Therefore, Shepherd shows how reading skills can be incor
porated into almost all subject areas, with the discipline 
of English receiving particular attention. He includes 
general guidelines for lessons, steps for an English unit 
and ways to individualize instruction. 1 

III 

For teachers who are already familiar with the 
literature on teaching reading in the English classroom and 
have numerous materials and methods but do not yet have a 
formal plan for instruction, the following resources may 
prove useful. Working Draft for Guidelines for the Teachi::& 
of Reading in the Content Areas (1971) presents general 
guidelines for teaching reading in content area classrooms 
and includes specific suggestions for English. The guide
lines are intended to familiarize teachers with critical 
areas in which they can help in deve.loping reading skills, 
Teachers are expected to be masters of the subject matter, 
to be aware of students' needs in reading, to attempt to 
motivate and instruct students in reading at their 
individual levels, and to be familiar with common reading 
and language terminology and sources of information. Sample 
lesson plans are included for English. 

Another guide which should prove helpful is A Reading 
Skills Guide for Use in the Content Areas at the Junior 
and Senior High School Level (1971). This guide, designed 
for use by content area teachers ·in their work with students 
who have minor reading difficulties, contains a number of 
assessment techniques as well as a variety of approaches 
and suggestions for teaching. The study guides are developed 
around a topic for a specific area, are complete in 
themselves, and are ready for the teacher to use whenever 
appropriate. Materials include teaching ideas for improving 
reading comprehension, study skills, and vocabulary. 

For teachers desiring more specific instructional 
materials, course guides and teaching guides to specific 
reading problems in English are also available. Campbell 
(1971) developed a teaching guide designed to assist high 
school students who have not achieved mastery of decoding 
skills. In Campbell's approach, students learn to deal 
systematically with the basic word pattern of English and 
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. analyze the structure of word_pair1n~, morphology, roots, 
LO f" es suffixes and derived inflectional forms, ,re ix , . , . . . . . h , f 
f,dditional emphasis is given to instruc~ion int e u~e o 
A dancies and identification of previously unknown words, 
reddu~ verifying word meanings that are modified by context 
an in 
~lu s , 

In a teaching guide by Heimbuch and Moore (1971) for 

d nts who have command of basic skills, more advanced 
stu e . h · h siz-
k

·11s and varied materials are taug tin a course emp a 
s 1 

· · · 1 d · d to ing reading rate. The course is ~rimari Y_ e
1
signteth . 

h students how to select reading mater1a s a eir 
teacd"ng levels determine their reading rates, and adapt rea i , . . 

d"ng pace to various kinds of materials depending on 
rea 1 . 1 b . t . s 
h tvpe of information sought, Instructiona o Jec ive , 

t e ' . t· ·t· d t"onale teaching strategies, learning ac ivi ies, an 
ra 1

· ' · d · 1 d 1 · t of resource materials are outlined in etai , an a is 
materials used in the course is included. 

Another source available to classroom teachers is the 
Instructional Objectives Exchange (IOX), The IO~ collected 
objectives and measurement items based upon curricular 

terial either submitted by teachers, schools, and school 
md~ tricts or generated by the IOX staff. Reading , 7-12 is , 1 . . t 
(1972) contains 93 objectives and rel~ted_eva uation i 7ms 
for improving reading skills, The obJectives ~re organized 
first by grade level and then into the categories of compre
hension ·study skills, and word recognition. Three 
element~--the objective, measurement items, and the means 
of judging the adequacy of student responses--are stated 
in operational terms and identified by a category and .. 
subcategory which serve to limit and de:ine them •. sp7cif1c 
answers to the sample measurement qu~st1ons or criteria . 
for judging the adequacy of students responses are provided. 

The last word in instruction is, of course, evaluation, 
While the IOX provides some means of evaluating student 
learning, Viox (1968) includes a p1 7thora of evalua~ion 
techniques. Evaluation procedures includ7 standardi:ed 
reading tests, teacher-made informal reading ~ests, 1~ven
tories of reading and study skills, interest inventories, 
and teacher observation. Suggestions are made and samples 
are shown for the development of informal reading tests 
and inventories in content subjects. Uses of classroom 
evaluation results are described for lesson planning, stu~ent 
motivation student understanding, intrafaculty consultation, 

' h . d. and teaching techniques for use with students aving rea ing 
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difficulty, 

With the increased emphasis on reading in the content 
area of English, teachers can turn to the ERIC system, 
the source of the preceding information. For additional 
materials and techniques that will fulfill specific 
instructional needs, teachers are invited to peruse ~rch 
in Education (RIE) and Current Index to Journals in --
Education (CIJE) under the following thesaurus terms: 
Content Reading, English Instruction, Curriculum Guides, 
Critical Reading, Instructional Materials, and Secondary 
Education, 

Leave of Absence 

When parts of your body 
disappear 
for days at a time 
and you never miss them, 
and students watch the clock 
of your face while you talk 
about the ghosts of things 
from another universe, 
and you address yourself 
in the third person 
while everyone else is sleeping, 
and you no longer 
recognize the reflection 
in other people's eyes, 
then 
take a leave 
of absence: 
find out where you've &one to. 

Howard Mohr 
Southwest State, Marshall 

The Onlookers 
By WILLIAM MEISSNER 

We gather, we become . 
a crowd, It is our choice, our duty 
near the curb, to imagine the steel 
folding like tin foil in a fist, 

to stand 

ft it happened, we arrived just a minute a er 
ven before police car doors 

:humped dully as coffin lids, 
At first, the insides of ou: stomachs felt 
something that wanted to quiver, 
the way a severed hand would 
when wrapped tight in plastic, 

we glance at each . other'~ fa7es 
and see a red - light pumping its blood, 
rushing blindly across foreheads. 
We do not know anyone's names, they are strangers; 
yet somehow they are all our friends, 
They were pulled here by the same thin tongue 
that brought us. The burning ee ing: · f 1 · to look at things 
we don't really want to see, 
to hear the hissing engines, a sound 
like a python with its mouth stuffed full 
with plastic bags. 

Could we just as easily have been 
somewhere else, watching 
the noose hug a man's throat on a town square 
or a witch eaten alive by a ring of flame, 
while someone in the back row snaps 
their fingers, a man's bones cracking 
beneath the weight of 
cast stones? 

The thought almost occurs 
that we might have stood 
at the edge of the accident 
for two thousand years, 

We circle the two autos 
that stand surprised, a frozen explosion 
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of metal, and we join hands 
with one another. 

We could stay here 
for days, 
each of us 
witnesses to our own deaths. 

William Meissner 
St. Cloud State Coll ege 

Friday Night Television 
I am kneading my own blood 
into pink clay. 
As I knead, I ask myself: where 
d~es the knife blade glisten 

like 
blue glow 

like a white eye with no eyeball 
madness? Madness crawling like~ 
under the logs of junked ' cars 
between cracks in sidewalks t·11· 
dimly-lit t 1 • 1 ing up 
l"k e ephone booths, squeezing itself 
le an electric worm thro h h" h 

spreading thinner, waitingufnvi:fb1:o!t:ge wires, 
the layers of plate glass e ween 
beneath the silver coating's f b 0 athroom mirrors. 

We ask ourselves: who has been killed? 
Who drinks blood and aughs? Who is guil ty? 

~e mold the clay skin of oJr 
into the shape of a cup 
We drink the grey speechless 
of dead men's dreams. 
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own hands 

aater 

William Meissner 
St • Cloud State College 

Books 
I 

Mostly Minnesota Poets in Review 

\oices ~ Beyond the Wall, by Thomas McGrath; Territorial 
~(P.O. Box 775, Moorhead, Minnesota 56560). $1.50 
(paper). 52 pages. 

In "Gone Away Blues," the last poem in Voices from 
~ the Wall, Tom McGrath says, "I have discovered the 
grammar of the Public Good. I have invented a language that 
can be understood •• ,." And in a comment on his work, in 
The" American Poetry Review, McGrath tells us that "comrnun
;iTty or solidarity--feelings which perhaps are more impor
tant to us th2n romantic love--never appear in our poetry." 
Language and community have long been important concerns in 
McGrath's work, 

But it- would be a sad blunder to reduce those concerns 
to "form" anc:I "content (political)", McGrath's poems are 
exciting because they are never reducible. He defies para
phrase. And his political poems, even the ones that go back 
to the forties, are not dated by the names and dates he men
tions, because his language is his own, not a language owned 
by politicians, not even by the revolutionaries McGrath 
champions. He is aware that the "language that can be 
understood," unlike the barbarisms of marketplaceand state
house, is (and must be) continually invented. So he cuts 
through and casts away cant and slogans, and gives us a 
language of personal observation and experience, as in "Ode 
for the American Dead in Asia": 

Your scarecrow valor grows 
And rusts like early lilac while the rose 
Blooms in Dakota and the stock exchange 
Flowers, 

He qoes not 
would be to 
altogether, 

merely "personalize" his language. To do ·so 
give up the possibility of political statement 

And political poems are the bulk of his work . 

There is a fashionable argument about whether poetry has 
its origin in experience or in language. A man like McGrath, 

, . with one foot firmly plante·d on each half of the dichotomy, 
shows us the foolishness of that kind of argument . Language 
is part of experience, and no experience means anything for 
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a poet like McGrath unless it becomes part of his langu 
The trouble is that there are too few poets like McGrat~ge, 
who realize that the vitality of our language and our se' 
of community are both to be found in the work and words nse 
perform for ourselves and each other. we 

That McGrath's range of experience and his virtuosit 
with words are both impressive is old news to those who hy 
been reading him since the fifties, but it is good news avt 
indeed to find this sampler of fifty of his poems availab! 
at "people's price." " 

John Rezmerski 
Gustavus Adolphus College 

Raingatherer, by Franklin Brainard. 
The Well Digger's Wife, by Louis Jenkins. 
The Heron with No Business Sense, by Tom Hennen. 
In P~t of the Family, by Jemie Andrews. 

All from Minnesota Writers' Publishing House (21 Ri dge Road, 
Morris, Minnesota 56267). $1.00 each (paper). 

All four of these books have been edited by Robert Bly, 
who organized the Minnesota Writers' Publishing House about 
two years ago. His strength as an editor may be seen in the 
fact that none of these poems are imitation Bly-poems (at a 
time when the editors of poetry magazines in the region have 
been subjected to a constant barrage of submissions from 
young poets who turn into Robert Bly when the moon is full), 
But it is not Bly's editing that is primarily important in 
his influence on the books in this series; it is more 
significant that the series represents an important step 
toward the realization of a genuine community of poets in 
Minnesota. 

In an article in The American Poetry Review, Bly speaks 
of what he means by "community." He cites Philip Slater' s 
book Earthwalk, and explains Slater's distinction between 
communities and networks. A network is a group of persons 
with the same goals, the same standards, the same background, 
A community is more diverse--in age, in intellectual 
attainment, in the interests of its members. Networks are 
homogeneous, communities heterogeneous. Networks exist 
without physical territory--nuclear physicists form a network; 
so do doctors; so do college professors; so do poets. . , 
Communities, though, contain children, old people, electri• 
cians, teachers, intellectuals, athletes, prophets, and dolts , 
a real mixture of kinds of people. "The community surrounds 
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. t as the hive surrounds every bee in it," Bl~ 
us, JU

5f the American poet tries not to see that. 

says, 
He goes 

"But o ten 

JO: 
When poets go to t each in a unive:sity, they hope 

. · 11 rove to be a community. But 
th~td i~lwyi it ts not. The English depar:ment prove s 
evi en h t bruised after 
to be a typical network. Te poe, h 

a Student can not be healed by t em, 
vears as • · th 
n, or can he heal them.,,The young poet in e 

ity He sees 
university then longs for a commun • h d he 
the 'community of poets' floating out t ere,dan 

. . . When he has struggled har to 
wants to Join it:t he finds himself with surprise 
join that communi Y, 
in another network. 

f the community in twentieth-
The alienation of poet~ r~~cn of their memb ership in 

Y America has been a unc i k f 
centur k f intellectuals and the ne twor o 
networks--the ne:wo: o T . llv th~ poet and the little 

1 s publishing. ypica ,, h 
smal :pre~ both been attached (however loosely) tote 
magazine ave . 1 gh the century's two most 

. rsity · Interesting y enou , . h. th 
uni ve • , t --both poets who spoke wit 111 e 
popula:t;e:~~u:h~o:e:e widely accepted by all kinds of people
cornmutniand Sandburg maintained a certain distance between 
Fros . . 
~hemselves and the university. 

In the last few years, we have see~ poetry_ s ta~ting to 
the Communitv. Poets in the SckJo,.:''., 

move back toward , d th simu.ar 
Places, Poetry Outloud, an o er 

Poetry in Public t d re 
programs are one manifestati~n . of~ :his i:o:~e ~::; er -
establishing a sense of part1c1paL~on . • is that many of 

. ' Another, perh<'.p S more unpo:.tant, • .. . ~ 
-community. . t -"f''ia•ed themselve s ,nLh 
our young:r poet~lhav~/o a~t~1.~Jh~ .have been out s ide the 
universities, whi e O er po to mind \ are 
university network (Meride l Lesueur comest Of ; the four 

h · from young er poe s. 
finally getting a _ ea~i~g the Minneso~a Writers' Publishing 
poets so far publishe y . ·ty or is current ly enrolled 
House, none teaches i~ a un:ver:i h . in his fi fties, has 
as a student. Franklin Bra1nar •m: r ~h~:t seaman. Louis 
been a high school teacher and a . f . bs Tom 

. 1 . · ·n a variety o JO • 
Jenkin"s has earned his iving i • ter and more 
Hennen worked for several_years as a pJrin, A~dr ews has 

h k d planting trees. enne 
recently as wore . . b d J·ust r ecently 

· ty of clerical JO s, an 
worked at a varie b k) became poet-in-residence in 
(after publication of her oo 
the St. Paul elementary and secondary schools" 

because of this diversity of age 
Perhaps it is partly 1 ak 

Poets are not only ab e to spe 
and occupation that these 
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directly to and about a broader community but also t 
• o be part of a developing community of poets. After years a 

domination_by institut~ons, ~innesota poets have final~f 
become various enough in their life-styles not J·ust • y 

· · 1 ' in the · wn.ting sty es, to be able to act like a community rath 1t 

than~ network. That is an exciting prospect, and shou~~ 
benefit both the poets and Minnesotans generally. It's 

1anguage, seems always to be testing it. He is carefully 
selective, not trusting his words so much as trusting his 
sense of empathy, his ability to imagine things from 
unfamiliar points of view (a farmer's wife remembering the 
thirties, immigrant peasants, a cedar waxwing), and his 
sense of the telling detail: "He takes the warm afternoon 

to tell whether the publication of these four books • hard is one 
of the causes of this phenomenon, or one of the sympto 
· t Th · · · ms of i. e important thing 1.s that we become aware of th 
growth of this sense of community, and foster it. e 

A community may be said to be defined by its langua 
That is a half-truth, implying as it does a linguistic ge. 
monolith. A community may be defined by the range of 
permissible variation in the language of its members. Each 
of the four poets published in this series shows a diff 
f 1 erent 
ee ing for language and the ways in which it may be used. 

Franklin Brainard's greatest strength is in his sense 
?f ro?ts, ~ s~nse_of the land, and a sense of the people who 
inhabited 1.t 1.n his youth and those who inhabit it toda 
It is a land peopled with men and women who speak for t~;m. 
selves. He has a sense of the fitness and unfitness of 
things: 

When I've held life too close 
and been hurt by anthills, 
I think of my mother 
making bread with vigor, 
eating onions though doctors 
said she shouldn't ••• 

Brainard's sense of language seems to feel words as part of 
the environment. There is a language he lives in: "Dry 
summers never leave," and in the winter, "I see the white 
hair/ that grows from iron," and "We knew the kind of mind/ 
that would make a dance hall/ called Bagdad" and "Well . ' ' manure 1.s a temporary thing/ and so are the songs of those 
who sing/ walking behind ' the spreader ••• " It is the 
language of people who talk, whether it is his mother saying 
"T lk . h . I a 1.s c eap, it takes money to buy whiskey" or his 
father saying, as they pass a cemetery, "The ~ities of the 
d~ad are larger/ than the cities of the living." Or it 
might be Brainard himself saying, "I wonder about my place/ 
in the metaphor ••• " His poems are full of voices, and 
several of them are his own. All of them are voices anyone 
can understand. 

Louis Jenkins, on the other hand, seems rather wary of 
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sun like an old lizard on a stone, eyes half closed." Jenkins 
is a keen observer of people as well as of things. Most of 
these poems are prose-poems, and they achieve a kind of 
relaxed density of detail that shows you movies in your head: 

The farmer in his dirty overalls searches through 
years of broken machinery behind the barn, searches 
through tall sunflowers, through the nests of 
rabbits and mice with a wrench in his hand, looking 
for exactly the right part or one that might do. 

His language is always direct--almost creating at times the 
feeling that there is one word and only one word for each 
object or situation, and that he is saving it until he is 
sure we ,need it, saving it lest it be spoiled. Words are 
always in danger of being spoiled if you use them, and if 
the words are spoiled, the things they stand for might spoil, 
too. In "The Poet," Jenkins has the speaker tell us: 

Since I was a child the word meadow always had 
connotations of peace and bea~Once I used 
meadow in a poem and as a matter of practice I 
looked the word up in a dictionary. I found that 
meadow was a small piece of grassland used to 
graze animals ••• Somehow meadow was no longer a 
thing of beauty ••• 

Tom Hennen seems almost reluctant to use language, 
relucta_nt to speak about things. He is a listener rather 
than a speaker. So his poems are quiet, and like those of 
Louis Jenkins, they are full of natural objects like stones, 
feathers, pine trees and frogs, and man-made objects like 
alarm clocks, windmills, and rocking chairs. He seems almost 
at times to want to let the objects speak for themselves, 
but i':tke Swift's man who carries a sack full of "things" 
with which he does his talking, Hennen wants the objects he 
uses /in the poems to say something about his own life, his 
needs and his affections, his fears and his fantasies: 
"Icicles are in deep conversation./ I pretend I belong and 

1 
start_ talking"" His poems are lean, but they are ful 1 of 
feeling, sometimes more than there seems room for in so few 

, words; yet there is no feeling of being cramped: 
r 
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The old 
Are 
Imprisoned 
In those bomb shelters 
I see on the edge 
Of prairie towns, 

I t is as though a magician ha d 11 f s poure a ga on o milk into 
a drinking glass, It is like the trick we see in "Home 
Place": "The old house went down the basement stairs/ 
didn't come back up." And 

Jenne Andrews' use of language is anything but 
reluctant. She uses language in a much more personal way 
than any of the other three, The voice we hear in the 

· 1 se poems is near y always her own, It is not that there a 
othe 1 · h re no r peop e in er poems; they are full of people think" 
drea · d" • ing, ming, rea ing, making love, weeping. But they seldom 
speak. For Andrews, language is a way of exploring interior 
land~capes, more than an instrument of contact between peo 1 
She is engaged in a constant dialog, often an argument wi~he . 
herself• So she uses abstractions more' often than the' other 

-three poets. But none of this should be taken to mean that 
the p~ems are not accessible; on the contrary, they are 
sometimes uncomfortably close, like an argument heard throu h 
an apartment wall. It is this discomfort that is most g 
characteristic of Andrews' langu,age. Language is not meant 
to comfort us, but to help us to understand ourselves. If 
we want comfort, we seek tactile things a caress the 
kneading of bread. Language, for her, is not to be trusted 
u~less kept to oneself. Her poems are full of talk about 
silence and the voice as something inside rather than 
uttered. In one poem, she has someone sa;, after an 
argument: 

You have asked me about silence; 
how to make decisions, muzzle creditors. 
I can think only of things to eat 
and speak to you of supper, 

In a~other poem, she says, "Silence overtook the objects/ of 
my life/ ~y which affections had been made known," and in 
another,

11 
Now, when we fail eac~ other even as we try to 

speak•:• Yet how well language serves her as a tool for 
exploring her own experience! Her lines are often exciting 
tense with images that come unexpected to throw us off ' 
bal~nce, We are never allowed to get comfortable: "My 
groin was hungry;/ I shuddered from it," she says in one poem, 
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and in another she lets us know that even happiness is not 
comfortable: "It is a season of migratory joy,,," 

Though the main direction of these poems is inward, they 
are never obscure, We are always aware of a world of things: 
"Out in the field a bird with the voice of a hinge/ traces 
the dim highways of wire," Because the language is 
essentially private, and because the experiences spoken of 
are private (though of a kind we all have), and because 
language fails as a way of resolving things between people, 
things and events become doubly important in her pcems. 
For her the senses are ways of sending information as well as 
receiving it, and language is a way of clarifying the interior 
conditions that give meaning to the messages, What is 
necessary for the ree.der then, is a wealth of imagery, and 
Andrews is well able to supply that need, Somehow she makes 
her distrust of language work to give us good poems, 

It may seem odd to claim that a poet who does not trust 
language, .and one who is reluctant to use it, and another 
who sees ' language as essentially a private affair, are all 
contributors to a sense of community. Nevertheless, they 
use language in ways that the community has always thought 
allowable, ways in which memtiets of the community have always . 
used ·it, And it may be that there· are more pe9p1e who 
distrust . language than there are . people who are re·ady to 
confidently state their opinions on ·any subject at any time. 
Specialization breeds networks, If we ·are ever to have a 
true community of poets, and a true bond between poets 
and the large:r - commimij::y, we · need, more , poets like these four 
who have a sense of language as something with which they 
have personal relationships, rather than a mere medium for 
communication of thoughts and ideas. These four poets are all 
working at the edges of what is permissible in poetry. The 
edges will either stretch, or they will crack, but they 
will be borders that help to define the community we seek,, 
That four poets so different from each other and so 
different from Bly can be published in the same series, and 
that they all can respect each other's work are healthy 
signs, ' like the quickening in a m9ther's belly. 

The Blue Belly of the World, by 
Press (Vermillion, South Dakota 
60 pages, 

John Rezmerski 

John Milton: Spirit Mound 
57069), $2.95 (paper). 

It is fashionable among the liberal literati these days 
to deride poems that deal with Native American subjects, 
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, mas a t est romanti c fant . dismis sing tr ~ b 
r obbery of sacred art. f t ' a s1e s and at w . i ac s. In any lt orst 
in both method and s ubsta cu ure, art often 
culture, and histor i callync~h bybfrie~dly "raids" on anot~row~ 
exe rt ed on each o ther ha , e lest inf luences cultu~es her 
sacred lore . For criticve r esu ted from the transfer of ave 
r ip -offs" is f atuous· whs o: poets to complain about "cul 
the public domain an'd tat. is. truly basic to a culture 1· tura] 

, o insist · · 1 s i 
between cultures is more ch o~ 1~v10 able barriers n 
~xploitation than of art w~::~ter~stic_of the politics of 
classical" Eastern and~ t er_i~ :ribal societies es ern civilizations. or in 

The real danger f or white Ame . 
American material is not that th ri~an poets using Native 
sacrilege, but that the ·11 _ey will commit theft or 
a . Y wi mistakenly settl f 

ceremonial mask, rather than . e or wearin 
fusion of feelings and ideas d g~ing all the way to a trueg 
one individual way of speakin er~ved from two cultures, into 
~essful attempt produces an e~h:iout th: world. The unsuc-
interesting but wh " h 

1 
~ pastiche which may be 

S . ' ic acks emotional ad • . 
ometimes the poet might be bett n 7piri:u_al power. 

externals of the cultur T er off dealing with just th 
aspects--feelings myth:• o dleal adequately with the deepe 
th • - , cosmo ogies--we t er 

em, we must believe in them If mus not only admit 
the reality of a myth on ·t • we cannot simply accept e 
the myth is blunted, and ~h= own te~s, then the force of 
longing rather than convict · resulting poems are full of 
when a writer attempts t .. ion • . The same problem emerges 
better than merely weari~ i:v::: new my~hs. This longing is 
of artistic failure a f ~l k, but it represents a kind 
· t • ai ure of the im · . in egrate myth culture d 1 agination to really 

1 . , , an se f • What . 
rea experience, but onl ad . we get is not a 
~ot bad, but it is disap~oint~:1.re for experience. That is 
in such cases is to shar th g. ,The best a reader can do 
when the poet honestly coenf e ptoet s feeling of frustration 

t d. ron s his fru t t. , pre en ing his longing h b . s ra ion rather than 
mask. as een fulfilled and picking up the 

John Milton's bo k .. Sk " " .. o is in two parts "Th Sh Y and The Oldest c " Th . • e art-Furred b ry. e first part · d. 
ecause Milton seems to b . is isappointing s . . e wearing a mask h. h. , 
urprising, since he has b •·w ic is somewhat 

that in earlier books B ~en praised rightly for avoiding 
fair to Milton. It i; 'di~f_perhaps that is not entirely 
working with Native Am . icult to be sure that he is 
constructed the poems ::~~anlcoyote lore; perhaps he has 
the poems do not seem to ~reby out of his imagination. But 
to be based on a longing te a:ed on experience; they seem 
coyo te and the coyote-follo un erstand the world of the ower, rather than a real identi-
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ficati6n with it. Perhaps the experiences were real, but 
theY do not continue to be real in the pciem~ 

Milton's language gets in the way. In its attempt to 
go outside the poet's own thoughts, to merge with those of 
the coyote or the coyo te-follower, the language becomes too 
analytical and therefore removed from the actual experience: 
"the pain is his price, he t h inks, / as the open plain is the 

key" and 

One sees the coyote 
only in the sun, 
and hears him only 
in the pre-dawn dusk, 
not his choice, conditions 
placed upon him from without. 

This language is both prosaic and undramatic. These poems 
have too much of that lifeless language. Even when Milton 
uses, metaphor, the figure is sometimes inappropriate, dis
tancing the reader from the natural world Milton is writing 
about: "His ears flapped/ in the wind like sails at sea," 
and · "the hot chocolate river," are perhaps the most obvious 
examples of this intrusive academicisrri. Other examples are 
not so obvious, and not all readers will find them unsettling. 
Milton is a careful craftsman, who can make his flaws seem 
decorative. Moreover, there are a few poems in this section 
which do escape the limits imposed by the difficulty. of the 
task he attempts. "West from the State Hospital" and "The 
Promise of a Place" are particula_rly good, and seem more 
solidly rooted in actual experience than the other poems. 

The second section of the book is much better. Ther:e 
are no masks here. The language is more adventurous and at 
the same .time more immediate, as though the poet has more at 
stake in these -poems, more personal involvement wi th them. 
We get the feeling of a real human voice speaking in these 
poems, the voice of a man able to transcend academic language 
even while using it, because he is speaking what he feels 
rather than what he thinks he ought to feel. He is not 
p~tting on airs, and is more honest about coyotes than the 
speaker in the first section of the book: "Coyote writes 
no poems." The language here is precise and unaffected: 

On television, a known young actor 
says that the foetuses 
of the pig, bird, snake, 
and man look exactly alike. 
I am inclined to believe him. 
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And it is passionately honest and direct in a way that he 
poems of 0 The Short-Furred Sky" are not: 

The land is strong, 
contrary, hot and cold 
like passions of the middle-aged, 

Can you love me here, with 
nothing but our flesh 
to slow the burn? 

"The Oldest Cry" enlivens what would otherwise be a merely 
interesting book (and the attempt to meet the challenge of 
the first part is interesting, even if not successful, when 
placed alongside the many more superficial attempts that 
have been made in recent years). The poems in this second 
part have a curious vitality, even when they are pessimistic, 
that animates this book and makes it rewarding for the 
reader. 

John Rezmerski 
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A Prayer to Murderers 

I heard the vulture laugh 
and it was you. Now . 
ash glistens on my skin, 

If you would give 
me a coat darker 
than a pine forest 
eyes that see 
glare between the 

at night, 

stars 

you would hear . 
my steps like rifle 
clicking on mortar 

butts 

and I wouldn't startle you 
like wind chimes 

as l steal among you un~o!~~~~ut food 
holding your face, deat 
freezing my heart 
as I hang you 
in trees. 

Greg Nelson 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 
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